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e-commerce in companies or other types of business has supported them to develop 

and correspondingly cope with business pressures of high levels of competition.  

 

More consumer information can be gathered based on the interactive nature of 

e-commerce technology. In an e-commerce competition, all information relating to 

consumer behavior, such as the knowledge of the visitor interests in a product marketed 

by e-commerce, is of value to e-commerce players. Users can use the Web Usage 

Mining techniques to explore these interests. This study aimed to compare three 

classification algorithms by using the dynamic mining approach of user interest 

navigation pattern.  

 

The results of the study showed that the Decision Tree Classifier performed optimally in 

both the unbalanced data and independent or dependent data models. 1. Introduction 

E-commerce has been developing rapidly, along with the development of websites. Its 

rapid growth has led the company and its customers to new situations. However, while it 

is a struggle for a business to succeed with the further competition, it allows customers 

to choose between many products offered by different companies before finally 

selecting which product meets their needs.  

 

The success of any online company depends on the potential to attract visitors. In 

e-commerce competition, all information relating to consumer behavior is of value to 



e-commerce players. E-commerce websites provide customers with various navigation 

options and actions that enable the users to browse freely through a variety of product 

categories, follow a selection of navigation paths to visit a particular product, or use 

different techniques to purchase a product [1]. Therefore, a company must monitor 

customer behavior data through clickstream data. Clickstream data is the primary 

information for the company to adapt its services to its customers [2].  

 

Clickstream data includes a variety of values that provide detailed information about the 

users of the website. The completion of this clickstream data collection helps the 

company to identify customer loyalty, encourage promotion effectiveness, and improve 

marketing strategies by recognizing consumer preferences. User interest is defined 

based on the document content read by the user [3].  

 

Another study has found that the indicators of user interest are the overall time of 

access, the most regularly visited website page, or the most recently visited website 

page [4]. Several experts who analyzed user interests state that the user interest is 

frequently reflected in the page they visited and the posts they replied to [5]. In addition 

to the knowledge of user interest indicators, a pattern discovery with the correct 

algorithm is required to create a more accurate 2020 2nd International Conference on 
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consumer behavior. Several methods, such as KNN [6], [7], Naïve Bayes [8], Decision Tree 

[9], SMO [10], have been used.  

 

In contrast to previous studied, this paper aims at comparing the classification method 

based on dynamic mining of user interest using several indicators such as user ID, page 

browse time, the method used, and the page visited. Three classification algorithms are 

compared to find the patterns. Section II of this paper provides a review of the literature 

relevant to this paper. The approach to discovering the preferred navigation paths of 

the user is discussed in Section III, the findings of the experimental evaluation in Section 

IV, and the conclusion of the analysis in Section V. 2.  

 

Related Works The advancement of the e-commerce market is accompanied by 

large-scale data growth and web data mining applications to investigate consumer 

desires and user interests. Several research studies have used consumer purchase 

patterns, web page visit numbers, and online browsing paths to create models designed 

to forecast customer preferences. Several user attributes, such as product rating 

[11],[12], purchase records, page series addressed, page length, and page browsing 

frequency, are analyzed to measure user preferences. Zheng et al.  

 



[13] carried out a detailed study of user browse time for user preferences but did not 

consider the frequency and the order of visits. It's distinct from the analysis of Yong Li et 

al. [14] who used the timing and order of the visits. They introduced an algorithm to 

measure interest and show the efficiency and consistency of the algorithm. Kim et al. 

[15] presented a more systematic appraisal approach that defined the user interests 

based on user purchasing decisions and time spent on each page. Qingqing and Zhang 

et al.  

 

[16] introduced another indicator to measure user interest, namely the combination of 

time bytes, weight time, and browse rates. In recent years, clickstream-related research 

has become more common in the field of web data analysis. Zaim et al. [17] used 

click-flow data and online consumer feedback to determine the user interest in addition 

to the value extracted from the website features. Lakshmi [18] used click-flow to 

propose a new paradigm for forecasting user navigation behaviour using a 

mathematical framework. It was found that the proposed approach using performance 

indicators was better than the conventional method.  

 

In the meantime, several other studies use click-flow, such as user browsing behaviour, 

user reaction to website design, and how users travel through sites [5]. Pattern 

exploration is an indistinguishable part of click-flow statistical analysis. Several 

techniques used in clickstream data processing include the Bayesian method, 

collaborative filtering, fuzzy clustering, stochastic regression, fuzzy leader clustering, 

model-based bi-clustering, graph clustering, decision tree, association rule mining, K- 

Means clustering, and leader clustering [19]. Several experiments were performed using 

the Naive Bayes method [8] and the decision tree [9]. 3.  

 

Background Web usage mining (WUM) is an exploration of useful weblog data patterns 

for a deeper comprehension of web users [2]. The WUM method consists of four main 

stages, namely pre- processing, influential factors on dynamic mining of the user 

interest, pattern discovery, and pattern analysis. 3.1. Data Pre-processing In the 

pre-processing stage, data are collected and then cleaned to remove unrelated objects 

such as graphic and multimedia entries.  

 

There are three data sources to obtain a log row of data that can be used in web-based 

mining research, namely client log files, Web Proxy Server Log, and Log Files [20]. The 

data source applied in the experiment was the client log files derived from the e- 

commerce website komputermurahjogja.com. Visitor activities are recorded on the 

client-side of the client log files. The following are the stages of pre-processing 

performed in this experiment. _ Data cleaning. In the data-cleaning process, the web 

crawler robot, characterized by the absence of mouse scrolling and mouse movements, 



is removed from the data log row.  
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addresses and other information, such as user agents and referrers, can be used to 

identify specific users [21] _ Session. A session is a series of pages viewed by the users 

during a specific visit [22]. For logs that span a long time, different users will likely use 

the same computer to access the server's web site _ Page-visit time. It is defined as a 

time difference between consecutive page requests, which is computed for each page.  

 

For the last page of the user session, the time of the page is the mean of the page visit 

times for the page taken throughout all the sessions when a new IP address is 

encountered, or when the time of the visit exceeds 30 minutes for the same IP address 

[23]. 3.2. Influential Factor on Dynamic Mining of User Interest _ Browse Time. Browse 

Time reveals the user preference for desirable sites on which he/she spends more time. 

However, there may be a quick jump to another page. Thus, the size of the page can 

affect the page-visit time due to the short length of the web page.  

 

The following is the Browse Time formula [24]: = (1) where is the total time the user 

accesses page I and Average is the average time the user accesses page . _ The method 

used: Generally, users spend much time on web pages and use the HTTP POST mode if 

they are interested in registering with web sites. However, they will not use the POST 

method if they are not interested in registering on websites [1]. A possible method of 

POST and GET can be obtained by: If (2) then else Where is the method used for page . _ 

Page visited: page visit indicates the average number of pages accessed on a site within 

a session.  

 

If the user is interested or needs to visit the page, the intensity of the page will be even 

higher. It can be computed using the following [2]: (3) Where visit (i) shows many visits 

on page ( i), and shows a collection of all pages that have been visited. _ Interest. 

Interest is built based on three factors: browse time, the method used, and frequency. 

We develop interest on every page by using: (4) Where is the user interest on page i. a, 

b and c are the weight of interest for , and . The sum of . This research used a , and . 
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Pattern Analysis The last stage is pattern analysis, which determines the unattractive 

rules or patterns found at the discovery stage to be removed. 4. Methodology The data 



collected included 91456 logs from komputermurahjogja.com, created by 243 users. 

Table 1 presents client log files format used. Table 1. Example of the client log files Field 

Meaning 1410926140537 Session Identification 

http://komputermurahjogja.com/peripherals/mainb oard The URL of the first request 

(original referrer) http://komputermurahjogja.com/peripherals/mainb oard/index.php 

The URL requested just before (referrer) 

http://komputermurahjogja.com/?term=&s=lga+77 

5&post_type=product&taxonomy=product_cat The URL of current request Mousemove 

Mouse event s=lga+775 Item search by user GET The method of the request (method) 

114.141.57.76 User•s IP proxy 108.162.208.32 User•s IP client Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 

6.1; rv:33.0) Gecko/20100101 User•s agent Windows Firefox Browser and OS 

2014-09-16 22:55:50 The date and time of the request The table shows the log data 

collected by recording visitor activities.  

 

The log data retrieved were visitor identification, session identification, referrer, accessed 

pages, user event, date, time, visitor's IP address, and user agent. Each visitor had a 

different visitor ID, which remained unchanged when the visitor was browsing different 

web pages. Referrer was the web pages that the visitor previously accessed. User events 

recorded visitor behavior while browsing. Some examples of visitor behavior were 

loading, unloading, focusing, moving, and scrolling the mouse. The date and time 

represented a series of processes by which a visitor accessed a web page.  

 

A visitor's IP address was the visitor's In the pattern discovery stage, learning algorithms 

as the output of the pre-processing stage are applied to mine for potential. 

Classification is the process of mapping a data item into one of several predefined 

classes. One involved in creating a profile of users belongs to a specific class or group in 

the web domain. In this study, three classification algorithms, namely Naïve Bayes, 

Decision Tree, and SVM are compared.  

 

? Naïve Bayes is easy to construct without requiring any sophisticated iterative 

parameter estimation schemes and can be conveniently applied to large data sets. It 

may not be the best classifier available for all applications, but it can normally be 

counted on to be robust and to perform relatively well [8]. ? Decision Tree is a more 

efficient algorithm for analyzing the relationship between independent variables and 

dependent variables due to the tree searching schema [25]. ? SVM is a data classification 

technique with a training process.  

 

The advantage of this method is that it correctly classifies the data into two classes and 

makes a small generalization error [10]. 3.3. Pattern Discovery 2020 2nd International 
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computer address used to access the web page. User agents were the browsers that 

visitors used to access web pages [10]. The data from komputermurahjogja.com 

customer log files were then extracted, as illustrated in figure 1. Figure 1.  

 

Classification Evaluation stages Data collection, feature selection, and data filtering were 

selected at the pre-processing stage. At the data collection stage, the data from each 

user was defined by session ID, user’s IP client, the method used, date/time of the 

request, and the requested URL. The result of the pre-processing stage was a user 

session file. Interest was obtained by using equation (4). In new data, each of these 

activities became the dimension of each user. The data interest is presented in table 2. 

Table 2.  

 

Example of interest data Indicator of user interest User ID Session ID Browse Time (mins) 

Method Used (POST/GET) Freq Interest U1 1411461871945 199 GET 13 69 U2 

1411462065063 112 GET 9 39 U3 1411462149381 1007 GET 37 344 U4 1411462250414 

57 GET 12 22 U5 1411462254528 3 GET 4 2 ….. ….. …. …. ….. U109 1411463297310 3456 

GET 60 887 ….. …… ….. ….. ….. U243 1411725486155 4500 GET 30 1494 Web usage 

mining techniques were implemented to find information from these log data. The data 

collected from pre-processing had not been labeled, so that data labeling was required. 

User clustering tended to establish a group of users exhibiting similar browsing patterns.  

 

Such knowledge is especially useful for inferring user demographics to define market 

segmentation in E-commerce [3]. The K- means method was selected in the labeling 

process. K-means is a clustering algorithm using a 2020 2nd International Conference 
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method to analyze data that involves grouping data by partitioning. This algorithm will 

transform the object group o into the c position (c <= o).  

 

The goal of the labeling process was to have two classes, namely potential user and 

casual user. Table 3 presents the result of the labeling process. Table 3. Labeling data 

with K-Means Cluster Items Cluster 0 146 Cluster 1 97 The table shows that 146 data are 

classified in cluster 0 and 97 data in cluster 1. It was found that there was data 

imbalance, proven by more data from casual users than potential users. The relationship 

between each attribute and the centroid point of each cluster is presented in figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 shows that cluster 0 has characteristics with an Interest value of no more than 

250, while cluster 1 is higher than cluster 0 such that cluster 0 is classified as casual users 

and cluster 1 as potential users. Figure 2. The relationship between the centroid points 



of each cluster The characteristics of casual users and potential users are presented in 

table 4. Table 4. Example of data cluster Indicator of user interest User ID Session ID 

Browse Time POST/GET Freq Interest Class U1 141?.945 199 GET 13 69 Casual user U2 

141?.063 112 GET 9 39 Casual user U3 141?.381 1007 GET 37 344 Casual user U4 

141?414 57 GET 12 22 Casual user U5 141?528 3 GET 4 2 Casual user ?.. ?.. ?. ?. ?.. U149 

141?310 3456 GET 60 887 Potential user ?.. ?? ?.. ?.. ?..  

 

U243 141?155 4500 GET 30 1494 Potential user 2020 2nd International Conference on 
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describes the results of the comparison process of Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, and SVM 

with k-fold cross-validation. It can be seen that the Naïve Bayes algorithm has the 

lowest accuracy value of 94.43%, and the Decision Tree has the highest accuracy value 

of 100%. Table 5 is the confusion matrix of the three algorithms.  

 

It shows in the Naïve Bayes algorithm that 11 out of the 146 casual user classes are 

classified as false negative because they are considered to be a potential user class. 

Thus, the potential class data becomes 108, namely 97 true-positive data and 11 

false-negative data. In this case, the Naïve Bayes algorithm, which has a characteristic of 

a very strong assumption of the independence of each condition or circumstance, 

reduces accuracy.  

 

It is due to the correlation between one variable and the other but ignored by the Naïve 

Bayes algorithm. The advantage of Naïve Bayes is that it only requires a small number of 

training data to determine parameter estimation in the classification process [25] to 

precisely determine the potential class marked with several 0 false positives. It is 

different from the Decision Tree (DT) algorithm that can classify data on an independent 

or dependent model so that it can perform classification optimally.  

 

Another advantage of the DT classifier, in this case, is that it can work on an imbalanced 

dataset, proven by the quantity of data on casual users that is more than potential users. 

Table 5. Final Result Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall Naïve Bayes 95.43% 90.27% 

100% Decision 100% 100% 100% SVM 96.68% 93.03% 100% Table 6. Confusion Matrix 

of Classifier Actual Class Casual User Potential User Naïve Bayes Predicted Class Casual 

User 135 0 Potential User 11 97 Decision Tree Predicted Class Casual User 146 0 

Potential User 0 97 SVM Predicted Class Casual User 138 0 Potential User 8 97 6. 

Conclusion This study aims to examine the performance of Classification algorithms by 

comparing the three types of classification.  

 

To summarize, we have successfully created a DT Classifier that can classify user interest 



with 100% accuracy, higher when compared to Naïve Bayes and SVM. This study also 

shows that the DT classifier approach can work optimally in imbalanced data case. The 

system may be further improved by increasing the number of features analyzed. The 

further work is required to handle imbalanced data and the effect of imbalanced data on 
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